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To study the time evolution of a molecular state in an ultra-fast chemical reaction, the use of shorter pulses with higher photon energy
and narrower bandwidth for both pump and probe is necessary. However, quick and precise measurement of their detailed time struc-
tures is a challenge. Over the last decade, great efforts have been made to measure an attosecond extreme ultraviolet (XUV) pulse.
To date, several methods have been developed to measure the pulse duration and completely reconstruct it. The attosecond spectral
phase interferometry for direct electric field reconstruction (SPIDER) and attosecond frequency-resolved optical gating (FROG) tech-
niques are often used. However, these methods use state-of-the-art experimental set-ups and complicated data analysis procedures. To
develop attosecond metrology for practical use (e.g. timing, measurement, evaluation, calibration, optimization, pumping, probing),
we propose a quick and analytical method to precisely observe an attosecond XUV pulse with laser-assisted photo-ionization. The
method is based on determining the laser-related phase of each streaked electron and using a transfer equation for one-step pulse re-
construction without any time-resolved measurements, iterative calculations, or data fitting procedures. Temporal errors of the pulse
reconstruction are calculated from the XUV bandwidth. Because the transfer equation establishes a direct connection between the
XUV pulse properties, the crucial laser parameters (peak intensity, phase, carrier envelope phase), the atomic ionization potential, and
the measured photoelectron energy spectrum, we can use it to study any one of these properties from other known information and
probe the dynamic processes of an ultra-fast reaction.
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Over the last decade, production and measurement of the du-
ration of an attosecond (1 as=10−18 s) extreme ultra-violet
(XUV) pulse has attracted increasing interest [1–6]. High-
order harmonic generation (HHG) has been a successful way
to produce attosecond XUV pulses [7–9]. To characterize the
time evolution of a molecular state in an ultra-fast chemical
reaction, shorter pulses with higher photon energies and nar-
rower bandwidths have been generated and used, but quickly
and precisely measuring their detailed time structures for use
remains a challenge. This can currently be attributed to the
difficulty of attosecond measurements and the associated er-
rors. Recently, different techniques such as phase-matching
and spatial filtering have been used to analyze, produce and
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select an isolated attosecond pulse [10–12]. The latest mea-
surement of an attosecond XUV pulse duration is 80 as [13].
However, researchers continue to improve the production of
attosecond pulses and seek new methods to measure them for
use. To date, several methods have been developed to mea-
sure the pulse duration and completely reconstruct it. For
example, the temporal characteristics of a train of attosecond
pulses were directly determined by measuring second-order
autocorrelation traces [14]. Similar methods have been used
for attosecond spectral phase interferometry for direct elec-
tric field reconstruction (SPIDER) and attosecond frequency-
resolved optical gating (FROG) techniques [15–19], and for
their extensions [20–22]. The cross-correlation technique
has been widely used in characterizing pulse durations [1–
5]. Laser-assisted photo-ionization asymmetry has been used
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to determine the pulse duration of an attosecond XUV pulse
[23,24]; however, most measurements have been based on
the “streak camera” principle [25–30]. The quantum theory
of streaking measurement was recently constructed for com-
plete pulse reconstruction that excluded any guesswork, but
in principle, a sufficiently large set of measurements and a
great amount of calculation have been necessary [31–33].

With the development of state-of-the-art laser systems and
cross correlation technology for attosecond XUV pulses, both
the laser carrier envelope phase (CEP) and the pulse temporal
location can be stabilized with high precision. This motivated
us to establish a quick and analytical way to observe an iso-
lated narrowband attosecond XUV pulse by determining the
related laser phase of each measured photoelectron. Because
the laser-assisted photo-ionization refers to a quantum pro-
cess of an atom in strong fields, the photoelectron laser phase
determination method is based on calculation at the single-
atom level using the strong field approximation (SFA) [34].

In this paper, we present transfer equations and use the
photoelectron laser phase determination method to quickly
reconstruct the detailed time structures of narrowband XUV
pulses with different energies and time properties from
quantum-mechanically calculated photoelectron energy spec-
tra (PESs) and experimental data. The theoretical errors of
the pulse reconstruction are quantitatively analyzed therein.
The major difference between the proposed method and the
FROG CRAB [20] is that we reconstruct an attosecond XUV
pulse from only one measured PES, rather than from a
large set of time-resolved PESs, as used in FROG for self-
consistency in the data. Thus, the efficiency and speed of
PES measurement and pulse reconstruction can be greatly
improved. The method provides an alternative way to tackle
the problems that an attosecond measurement inevitably in-
volves, which are currently because of technical limitations,
such as pulse jitters in time and space, parameter instabili-
ties (e.g. walks over a long experimental course), data fluc-
tuations, etc. Because the transfer equation includes all of
the parameters of the incident laser and the XUV pulse, and
a PES measured with a single-shot (multi-shot detection)
records the instantaneous (average) values of these parame-
ters, the transfer equation can be used to analyze the factors
affecting the results of the measurement.

1 Laser-assisted photo-ionization

For cross-correlation between the XUV pulse and a few-
cycle streaking field, the PES can be calculated by apply-
ing SFA [34] from the probability amplitude for transitioning
from the ground state |0〉 to a final momentum (p) state |p〉,
b(p) = i

∫ ∞
−∞ dtE(t)dx[p−AL(t)]e−iS̃ (t), where S̃ (t) is the quasi-

classical action, S̃ (t) =
∫ ∞

t
dt′
(
[p− AL(t′)]2/2 + Ip

)
. Here

E(t) is the amplitude of the combined fields of the linearly-
polarized laser [EL(t)] and XUV [EX(t)]. t denotes the pho-
toelectron birth time, EL(t) = EL(t) cos(ωLt+Φ) (x direction)

and AL(t) represent the laser electric field and its vector po-
tential, respectively. Φ is the CEP and Ip is the atomic ion-
ization potential. d(p) = 〈p|x|0〉 denotes the atomic dipole
matrix element for the bound-free transition, and dx(p) is the
component parallel to the polarization axis.

We use a Gaussian-like time function, F(t) =

exp[−4ln2(t)2/τ2
L], with a full-width at half-maximum

(FWHM) pulse duration, e.g. τL = 7 fs, and the wave-
length λL = 750 nm, to describe the envelope of a laser elec-
tric field, shown as Figure 1(a). In calculations or experi-
ments, a PES, n(W), can be defined as the number of photo-
electrons per unit energy. Practically, n(W) = Ne(W)/Ebin,
where Ne(W) is the number of photoelectrons collected at
energy W within a small size of energy bin, Ebin, e.g. 1.0,
0.5 eV, or less. τX is defined as the duration of the XUV
pulse (FWHM). The XUV angular frequency, ωX , is as-
sumed to be a constant equal to the center frequency of
the narrowband pulse. Using these parameters, Figure 1(b)
plots PESs (solid lines), n(W), emitted from hydrogen atoms
(Ip = 13.6 eV), calculated with different XUV energies,
�ωX = (90.0, 283.7) eV, and laser (peak) intensity, S =

4 × 1013 W/cm2, Φ = 0◦, and θ = 0◦ (θ is the observation
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Figure 1 (a) Illustration of cross-correlation between a few-cycle dressing
laser and an attosecond XUV pulse. Dashed and solid lines depict the time
functions of the laser envelope F(t) and the laser electric field F(t) cos(ωLt+
Φ) (with amplitude 1, Φ = −ωt0), respectively. The shaded Gaussian-like
profile is an XUV pulse being cross-correlated to half of a laser optical cy-
cle (phases −π/2–π/2). (b) Solid lines: PESs quantum-mechanically cal-
culated with two different photon energies for monochromatic XUV pulses
[�ωX = (90.0, 283.7) eV] in the presence of an intense 7 fs 750 nm dressing
laser (S = 4 × 1013 W/cm2, Up=2.1 eV). Dotted lines: classical predictions
of PESs.
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angle between p and the direction of laser polarization). The
XUV pulses of τX = 0.150 fs are temporally located at t = 0.
The classical predictions of each n(W) (dotted lines in Fig-
ure 1(b)) calculated using the saddle point method [28,34]
are also shown for comparison only. The small differences
between the calculated PESs and their classical predictions
have directed us to derive the transfer equations for one-step
pulse reconstruction.

2 Transfer equations for pulse reconstruction

From the semi-classical point of view [1], the value of
the final velocity v(t) of a photoelectron born at time t
and moving at θ = 0◦ can be written as v(t) = vi(t) +
2
√

Up/meF(t) sin(ωLt + Φ), where Up is the laser pondero-
motive potential (∝ S ), me is the electron mass, vi(t) =√

2Wi(t)/me ≈ √2W0/me =
√

2(�ωX − Ip)/me is the initial
photoelectron velocity, and Wi(t) is the corresponding initial
photoelectron energy, centered at W0. W0◦ (t) = mev2(t)/2
depicts the final energy of a photoelectron born at t and ob-
served at θ = 0◦:

W0◦ (t) = W0 + 2UPF2(t) sin2(ωLt +Φ)

+
√

8UPW0F(t) sin(ωLt + Φ). (1)

On the other hand, the equation of v(t) (in the line above) can
be written equivalently as

sin(ωLt +Φ) =

√
W0◦ (t) − √W0√

2UPF(t)
. (2)

We use this equation to determine the photoelectron laser
phase from the measured photoelectron energy W, instead of
W0◦ (t).

High laser intensity is usually used to populate photoelec-
trons over a broad energy range; however, both the back-
ground and the laser-induced part of the above-threshold ion-
ization (ATI) spectrum limit the laser intensity [28,35]. Ac-
cording to the simple condition [28], 8UP � �ωX − Ip, a mod-
erate intensity of S = 1.2 × 1014 W/cm2 (UP = 6.3 eV for
a 750 nm laser) or lower ensures that the PESs are fully sep-
arated from the ATI spectra for the XUV frequencies con-
cerned.

Figure 2 illustrates the derivation of the transfer equation
for pulse reconstruction with θ = 0◦ measurement for a nar-
rowband attosecond XUV pulse. The dashed-dotted line in
Figure 2 depicts the final energy, W0◦ (t), of a photoelectron
born at a different time, t. The highlighted curve APB de-
notes one-half of the laser period, wherein the XUV pulse is
temporally located. f (t) is assumed to be the temporal pro-
file of the XUV pulse. As depicted in Figure 2, the photo-
electrons generated from time t = a to t = b will populate
along the energy axis from W1 = W0◦ (a) to W2 = W0◦ (b).
Using an excitation function, σ(�ωX), which is the photo-
ionization cross section of the active gas as a function of
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Figure 2 Derivation of the transfer equation for pulse reconstruction of a
narrowband attosecond XUV pulse.

the XUV photon energy �ωX , the relationship between the
pulse intensity and the measured PES can be established.
The number of photoelectrons collected at energy W within
a small interval dW is proportional to the number of XUV
photons at time t within a small interval dt, i.e. n(W)dW =
gηρσ(�ωX) f (t)dt, where g is a constant geometric factor of
the spectrometer, η is the detection efficiency, and ρ is the
atomic density of the active gas. Because σ(�ωX) can be
approximately set as a constant for a narrowband attosec-
ond XUV pulse, we use another constant, μ, instead of
1/gηρσ(�ωX). The intensity-related transfer equation then
has the following simple form:

f (t) =
dW0◦ (t)

dt
· μn(W). (3)

Here, we use dW0◦ (t)/dt instead of dW/dt for θ = 0◦ measure-
ments. dW0◦(t)/dt is a laser-related time-dependent factor,
which can be theoretically calculated for the measurement.
Eq. (3) is the transfer equation to be used in calculating the
unknown temporal structure, f (t), from a proportional term
of the measured PES, μn(W). Usually, μ is set to 1 for sim-
plicity. In the case of a “cosine”-like field and θ = 0◦ mea-
surement (or “cosine” like field but θ = 180◦), extra “-” signs
occur in front of the last terms on the right-hand sides of eqs.
(1)–(3).

3 Temporal errors due to XUV bandwidth

Usually, the chirp of the XUV pulse is a time-dependent fre-
quency profile ωX(t). For a narrowband XUV pulse, we can
use a time-dependent intensity profile f (t) as a simplified de-
scription of the pulse for quick measurement. In the follow-
ing, we derive a formula to calculate the temporal errors of
the pulse reconstruction due to the XUV bandwidth.

Eq. (1) is a laser field modulation equation. Considering a
small shift ΔW of the XUV photon energy, �ωX , or the initial
photoelectron energy, W0, the final energy, W0◦ , of a photo-
electron generated at time t will have a shift ΔW0◦ . ΔW and
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ΔW0◦ satisfy W0◦ +ΔW0◦ = (W0+ΔW)+2UPF2(t) sin2(ωLt+
Φ) +

√
8UP(W0 + ΔW)F(t) sin(ωLt + Φ). In fact, we use an-

other equation, W0◦ +ΔW0◦ = W0+2UPF2(t+Δt) sin2[ωL(t+
Δt) + Φ] +

√
8UPW0F(t + Δt) sin[ωL(t + Δt) + Φ], to de-

termine the photoelectron birth time t′ = t + Δt, where
W0 is used as a constant and Δt is a time shift of t. If
(i) ΔW � W0, i.e. W0 + ΔW ≈ W0; (ii) F(t) ≈ 1 and
F(t + Δt) ≈ 1, i.e. both t and t + Δt are close to 0; and (iii)
2UPF2(t +Δt) sin2[ωL(t +Δt)+Φ]− 2UPF2(t) sin2(ωLt +Φ)
can be neglected in comparison with the other terms, we can
then solve ΔW from

ΔW ≈ ωL

√
8UPW0F(t) cos(ωLt + Φ) · Δt

≈ dW0◦ (t)
dt

· Δt. (4)

For an attosecond XUV pulse with a narrow bandwidth
Δ�ωX ≡ ΔWBW � W0, we use ΔWBW instead of ΔW in eq.
(4). Therefore, an energy bandwidthΔWBW of the XUV pulse
will result in a temporal error Δt for the determined photo-
electron birth time. The instantaneous temporal error Δt of
the calculated f (t) can be expressed as

Δt =
ΔWBW

|dW0◦(t)/dt| . (5)

From eq. (5), we see that the temporal errors at differ-
ent times in the pulse reconstruction depend on the following
factors: XUV photon energy �ωX , XUV bandwidth ΔWBW ,
laser frequencyωL, laser intensity S , and laser phaseωLt+Φ.
For example, temporal errors decrease linearly with XUV
bandwidth. Theoretically, we can use another three factors,
α (root-mean-square intensity difference), β (mean time dif-
ference), and ε (root-mean-square time difference) to eval-
uate the results of a pulse reconstruction for an attosecond
monochromatic XUV pulse. They are defined as follows:

α =

√√√
1
N

N∑

n=1

[ f (tn) − f0(tn)]2, (6)

β =
1
N

N∑

n=1

Δtn, (7)

γ =

√√√
1
N

N∑

n=1

(Δtn)2. (8)

Here, f0(tn) is the value of the initial XUV pulse intensity
profile f0(t) at time t = tn. tn, Δtn, and f (tn) are values of the
photoelectron birth time, the time difference between f0(t)
and f (tn) [ f0(t) = f (tn)], and the intensity retrieved from the
photoelectron energy W = Wn (n = 1, 2, · · ·,N) of the calcu-
lated PES, respectively. The values of α, β, and γ character-
ize the quality of the pulse reconstruction and the precision of
the photoelectron laser phase determination. Obviously, the
smaller the values of α, β, and γ, the better the pulse recon-
structions.

4 Pulse reconstructions with calculated PESs

To illustrate single-pulse reconstructions for monochromatic
attosecond XUV pulses, we use the same laser as that used in
the PES calculations of Figure 1(a) with Φ = 0◦. The dotted
lines (overlapped by solid lines) in Figures 3(a) and (b) cor-
respond to the initial XUV pulse profiles f0(t) with τX = 0.4
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Figure 3 (a) and (b) Single-pulse reconstructions with τX = 0.4 fs, S =
4 × 1013 W/cm2, and �ωX =(90, 283.7) eV, respectively. Dotted lines: the
initial intensity profiles of the XUV pulses. Solid lines: pulse profiles recon-
structed from quantum-mechanically calculated PESs. The error-bar lengths
denote the temporal errors of the pulse reconstructions at different times,
calculated using ΔWBW = 5 eV. (c) Similar to (a) and (b), a multi-pulse
reconstruction with τX = 0.15 fs, S = 1.2 × 1014 W/cm2, �ωX =283.7 eV.
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fs, and �ωX = (90, 283.7) eV, respectively. The laser in-
tensity and the XUV bandwidth are S = 4 × 1013 W/cm2

and ΔWBW = 5 eV, respectively. The solid lines correspond
to the intensity profiles reconstructed from the quantum-
mechanically calculated PESs using the transfer eqs. (2)
and (3). The error-bar lengths represent the temporal er-
rors at different times, calculated using eq. (5). Note that
the reconstructed pulse profiles are almost the same as the
initial profiles (lines overlapped). The small differences at
different times are a result of the quantum enhancements
of the laser-assisted photo-ionizations. The small values of
α = 4.86×10−3, 6.41×10−3; β = 7.744×10−4 fs, 2.78×10−5

fs; and γ = 0.00893 fs, 0.01066 fs (shown in Figures 3(a)
and (b), respectively) indicate that the calculations using the
transfer equations can produce successful pulse reconstruc-
tions. Similarly, Figure 3(c) shows a successful multi-pulse
reconstruction of one higher pulse with two side pulses, each
of 0.150 fs at FWHM, separated by 0.300 fs, implying that the
transfer equations can be used for complex temporal structure
reconstruction.

5 Pulse reconstructions with measured PESs

Because of the lack of PES measured with narrowband XUV
pulses, we can use streaked spectra from the attosecond tran-
sient recorder measurement of photoelectron emission from
neon excited with a 93 eV sub-femtosecond pulse [4] for
quick pulse reconstruction. Figure 4(a) shows a PES mea-
sured in the absence of a laser field. The spectrum gives a
Gaussian fit bandwidth for the isolated XUV pulses, ΔWBW =

8.5 eV (FWHM). Figure 4(b) shows the spectrum recorded
with adjacent zero transitions of AL(t). Filled circles in Fig-
ure 4(c) show the pulse profile f (t) reconstructed from the
PES in Figure 4(b) with S = 1.7 × 1013 W/cm2. We can
obtain a Gaussian fit profile centered at tc = 0.038 fs with a
pulse duration (FWHM) ΔT = 0.251 fs, which is in excellent
agreement with the results reported in [4] (0.250 fs). Error-
bar lengths at different times are calculated with ΔWBW = 8.5
eV, showing a minimum value of Δtmin = 0.148 fs. In the
experiments, a small bandwidth (e.g. 5 eV and less) band-
pass filter has been used to isolate an XUV pulse [1], so we
re-calculate the error-bar lengths with an assumed value of
ΔWBW = 3 eV, giving a minimum value of Δtmin = 0.052 fs.

Despite the broad pulse bandwidth and the large data fluc-
tuations, the results of the above pulse reconstruction have
successfully yielded information about the pulse shape, du-
ration and timing. If the pulse bandwidth can be decreased
to a much smaller value, e.g. ΔWBW < 4 eV, the information
from the reconstructed pulse can be used as reference values
to analyze the status associated with pulse generation, iso-
lation, transportation and detection. Increasing the stability
of the laser parameters and decreasing the bandwidth of the
isolated XUV pulse may greatly improve the efficiency and
precision of attosecond pulse reconstruction and timing.
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Figure 4 Use of one-step pulse reconstruction. (a) and (b) Spectra
reprinted from [4]. (a) Spectrum without streaking. (b) Streaked spectrum.
(c) Filled circles: reconstructed pulse. The error-bar lengths are calculated
with ΔWBW = 8.5 eV.

6 Conclusion

A strong linearly-polarized few-cycle laser can be used as
an attosecond ruler to precisely measure the detailed tem-
poral structures of a narrowband attosecond XUV pulse by
using the transfer equations presented here. The temporal er-
rors generated in one-step pulse reconstruction because of the
quantum effects are much smaller than those due to the band-
width of the XUV pulse. The method presented here is capa-
ble of producing more time information for the XUV pulse,
including possible asymmetry and side-peak structures. The
following is a procedure that can be used to measure the PES
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and perform pulse reconstruction without any prior guess-
work. (i) Measure the center energy, �ωX(W0 = �ωX − Ip),
and the energy bandwidth, ΔWBW , of the XUV pulse in the
absence of the laser beam. (ii) Temporally locate the XUV
pulse around t = 0 (if Φ = 0◦) in a multi-shot experiment.
(iii) Measure the PES n(W) at θ = 0◦ (or 180◦). (iv) Solve
the photoelectron birth time, t, for each spectral position, W,
from eq. (2), and calculate the differential term, dW0◦(t)/dt,
according to eq. (1). (v) Derive the unknown temporal struc-
ture, f (t), of the XUV pulse using eq. (3). (vi) Calculate the
temporal errors, Δt, at different times with the XUV band-
width, ΔWBM, using eq. (5). In practical terms, the current
result should be used as a reference to temporally locate the
pulses for the next measurement.

Calculations demonstrate that the method of one-step
pulse reconstruction can work for a broad range of XUV pho-
ton energies (from tens of eV to keV and higher), and has a
temporal measurement range of one-half of the laser period.
Because no iterative calculations or data analysis of great
numbers of time-resolved PES measurements are needed, the
method is advantageous for quick (online) pulse evaluation
and measurement. Also, we can use the transfer equations
to study a specified parameter and its time evolution, such as
laser intensity, phase, CEP, or Ip, with measured PESs and
other known information.
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